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The Death of Social Housing
DAMIAN GREENISH

In October, Society Council member
Gillian Best will present the Society’s
Autumn Lecture on the history of social
housing in Chelsea.
She will remind us that Chelsea
benefited from the generosity of four
far-sighted philanthropists - Peabody,
Guinness, Sutton and Lewis. Over 45 years,
from 1870 to 1915, they built a series
of estates that can still be seen today. It
was not until 1919 that the Metropolitan
Borough of Chelsea was given powers
to build council housing, much of which
was built on land donated by local
landowners. Chelsea was indeed fortunate
to have benefited from progressive private
philanthropy and a radical Council, which
made sure that Chelsea could be home
to a wide range of social groups - a mixed
and balanced community before the term
was invented.

Right-to-buy to be
extended?
In 1979, when Margaret Thatcher came
to power she introduced a right-to-buy
policy, enabling Council housing tenants,
whose housing had been paid for from
public funds, to buy their housing at a
discount. As a result the more attractive
units - houses and some flats - were sold
to their occupants. Although the policy
did much to increase home ownership,
the fact that the sale proceeds went to the
Treasury and not to the local authorities
whose assets were being sold off, meant
that the obligation to provide social/
affordable housing moved from local
authorities to housing associations.
In April, as part of their election
manifesto, the Conservative Party

announced that housing association
tenants should also have the “right-to-buy”.
Tenants of three years or more would have
the right to buy their homes at discounts
of between 35% and 70%. In order to fund
these discounts, local authorities will be
required to sell off their most valuable
council housing, whenever they become
vacant. The councils will then have to
build replacement homes with the money
raised, and the surplus will be used to fund
right-to-buy. The Government will make
u
up any difference.
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But will it work in
Chelsea?
u

policy and warned that it could strip the
capital of “huge swathes of social housing”.
The Royal Borough has joined Westminster
and Wandsworth in lobbying the Secretary
of State expressing concern about the new
scheme, but the Bill will need substantial
changes to meet the concerns of London.

Does this need
a rethink?
The effect of this ill-conceived policy is
that both council housing and housing
association homes are to be sold off
and there is nothing likely to be built in
Chelsea to replace them. How will this
affect the social composition of Chelsea
over the next ten years? The answer
is: a proud element of the character of
Chelsea will be lost with fewer housing
opportunities for those less well off and
yet more new housing for the benefit of
the overseas investor.
Is it really right that the legacy of those
landowners and philanthropists who so
generously gave land and built housing
for the less well-off is to be destroyed by
a policy that seeks to reward a few at the
expense of many?
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On the face of it, it is an impressive plan.
It appears to encourage home ownership
for those who at present can least afford
it, to be funded by the sale of expensive
Council properties, which will enable the
Council to build more new homes on
brownfield sites.
However, below the surface, there is
considerable disquiet. After all, housing
associations are private charitable
institutions and their assets do not belong
to the state. Can it really be right that the
Government should force them to sell
their assets?
There are also growing doubts whether
the policy would work. For example, there
is a real risk that funders would be much
less likely to provide finance for house
building to institutions whose assets can
be acquired compulsorily at a discount.
More importantly, there is genuine
doubt that the homes sold would
be replaced. A survey by the Local
Government Association and others found
only half or fewer of homes sold under the
existing right-to-buy for council homes
had been replaced. Not very encouraging.

Furthermore, in areas such as
Chelsea, there is a real worry that, far
from encouraging new housing in the
Borough, this policy is likely to lead to a
serious reduction in social housing. The
value of land in Chelsea is some of the
highest in the country. As the RBK&C itself
has said “Due to the high cost of land
and property in the Borough, it is difficult
for the Council to build new affordable
homes”. The likelihood is therefore that
any new housing would be built outside
the Borough.
Lord Kerslake, the chairman of
Peabody, has said: “This policy has
difficulty both in principle and practice we will see a significant loss of affordable
housing which will be very difficult
to replace”
Boris Johnson has warned it would be
the “height of insanity” to use the proceeds
from right-to-buy to build more homes
outside London when it is the capital
that has a housing crisis. He added that
he did not want to see councils “deprived
at a rapid rate of their housing stock”
if more homes were not being built to
replace them.
Philippa Roe, the leader of Westminster
City Council has also strongly criticised the

New Affordable housing on King’s Road
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Chelsea Society: Future of Chelsea

The Future of Chelsea:
2nd November 2015
SARAH FARRUGIA

rich but for all income groups;
• the future of our three major hospitals;
• the preservation of buildings and garden
squares; and
• transport, water, and sewerage
infrastructure.
All this is against the background that
successive governments have permitted,
and seem likely to continue to permit,
almost anyone who can afford to do so
to come to Chelsea from anywhere in the
world and buy a house or flat. There are
many more.
Perhaps the most important issue at
present is whether we want a Crossrail
2 station near Dovehouse Green or
anywhere in Chelsea, and what impact
it would have. This will be debated
at the meeting on 2 November and
in preparatory meetings which the
Society will hold with TfL, with RBKC, and
with residents.

Pre-Conference
Discussions
The are many questions framing The
Future of Chelsea - if you would like to
take part in a pre-conference discussion
group on Chelsea and its future...we would
love to hear from you. We have limited
places available and we plan to hear a
wide cross section of views so please email
me on: vicechair@chelseasociety.org.
uk to be notified. Each group will bring
together around 8-10 individuals, last
around 90 minutes and be held locally in
mid September. In the meantime there is a
prize for the best answer to the following
question:
Why do you choose to live, learn or
work in Chelsea…up to 300 words.
Please email me or post to: Sarah
Farrugia, The Chelsea Society, 36 Walpole
Street, SW3 4QS
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The Society will hold a meeting at the
Chelsea Old Town Hall on Monday
2 November 2015 to discuss a draft
vision for the future of Chelsea for the
next 10 years. The Planning Committee
is preparing a first draft, which will be
debated by the Council of the Society, and
will be informed by a series of workshops,
which the Society will hold in early
September.
We don’t know what lies in the
future - what kind of people will be living
in Chelsea 10 years from now or what
they will want. We will have to make
our judgment here and now based on
what we know and what we value about
Chelsea.
There are many factors which we need
to consider. For example:
• the amount and scale of development;
• the balance between residential,
commercial and institutional land uses;
• providing homes not just for the super-

Lots Road development, Chelsea Waterfront (see p11)
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Planning Report
MICHAEL STEPHEN

Crossrail 2 in Chelsea
Crossrail 2 is a main-line underground
railway which would run across London
from Surrey to Hertfordshire, and a station
near Dovehouse Green in Chelsea has
been proposed, though plans have not yet
been finalised. For information about the
project from TfL see www.Crossrail2.co.uk
TfL propose to hold further consultations
later this year, and the Society encourages
members to register with them.
The Borough Council has expressed
support for a station in Chelsea. See
https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planningand-building-control/planning-policy/
consultation-s/crossrail/crossrail-2
They will be holding further consultations,
and the Society encourages members to
participate and to make their views known
to their local Councillors.
A meeting was organised on 2 June
2015 by a group of local residents opposed
to a Crossrail 2 station near Dovehouse
Green, at which the arguments against
(but not the arguments in favour) were
presented. About 300 people attended the
meeting at Chelsea Old Town Hall I took
detailed notes which have been given
to the Council of the Chelsea Society.
The meeting was attended by four other
members of our Council.
The residents of the Cremorne area of
Chelsea have said that they are against a
Crossrail station anywhere near them.
It is clear that there are two or more
fundamentally different points of view as
to what kind of Chelsea we want to see
25 years from now, and how a Crossrail
station would impact on its future.
Would Crossrail benefit or damage
Chelsea on balance?
Is Chelsea a part of London which
needs more jobs, business and
THE CHELSEA SOCIETY

entertainment opportunities? Do we want
Chelsea to be a more bustling commercial
centre with more people on the King’s
Road and other streets? Would a Crossrail
station ease congestion, or would it bring
so many people to the King’s Road that
pedestrian and wheeled traffic would be
brought almost to a halt?
By contrast, do we think of Chelsea
as primarily a residential area in central
London, valued for its quiet character and
the quality of its streets, garden squares
and buildings, most of which are good
enough to merit conservation area status?
Is Chelsea as vibrant as we want it to be?
Are we satisfied with educational,
healthcare, retail, and commercial
facilities on a relatively small scale which
are compatible with the residential
character of the area? Are we satisfied
that the employment, shopping, and
entertainment opportunities available in
Central London are within easy enough
reach of local people by bus, underground,
and taxis, or do we want them to be more
accessible? Is there a case for a Crossrail
station for the people using and working
in the three hospitals, or do they need
better car-parking facilities or both?
Do we want easier access to Central
London, mainline stations and airports and
if so what would the consequences be for
Chelsea? Do high-speed communications
necessarily improve the quality of
our lives?
As most of Chelsea is within 800m of a
station, are we happy to walk or go by bus,
or do we want another station? If so, the
people in Chelsea least well served by rail
transport are those living in the West, not
those living around Dovehouse Green.
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What sort of railway
would Crossrail 2 be?
Would Crossrail 2 be a mass transit railway
– or much the same as the present London
Underground? How many trains per hour
would use the Crossrail station, carrying
how many passengers, and how many of
them would be likely to enter and exit the
station? How would this compare with
Sloane Square station? Some passengers
would use the Crossrail station instead of
Sloane Square, so how many passengers
per day would on average arrive at or
depart from both stations combined?
Would Crossrail 2 and the underground
both be running 24 hours a day, seven
days a week?
If local people and visitors want a
Crossrail station for greater convenience,
would easier access to and from Chelsea
via Crossrail bring increased pressure for
development with associated noise, air
pollution and stress, and with increased
pressure on prices and rentals for housing,
offices, shops and restaurants? Are we
willing to accept noise and vibration and
damage to buildings from the construction
work (and from the trains unless the
tunnels are very deep)?

What impact would it
have and how much
development would it
bring?
How deep would the tunnels be? Would
the track be 50m below ground or only
20m? (If the latter the top of the tunnel
would be only 10m or thereabouts below
the surface). Is there any evidence of

Picture: Michael Bach
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Chelsea Fire Station – site of potential station

settlement cracking from the construction
of Crossrail 1? How many buildings
are there above the proposed route in
Chelsea, and how many of them are
listed? If underpinning work would be
required, how big would the grouting
shafts be, and for how long would they
be open? How much disruption to local
traffic would they cause? How many
years of monitoring would be required
before repair work would be carried out or
compensation paid?
What scale of development above
ground near Dovehouse Green would be
needed to make it attractive for the private
sector to provide enough funding? Does
RBKC have the legal power to keep the
height and size and design of buildings
compatible with their setting in Chelsea?
Would the Mayor or Government have
power to overrule them? On 9 July the
Government announced proposals to
deprive local authorities of the power
to control the building of additional
storeys on houses. Would TfL have
statutory powers to build without
planning permission?

What impact would the
construction have in
Chelsea?
How long would it take to build the
station? If the spoil from the tunnels
would probably be taken away through
the tunnels themselves, how much spoil
from the station excavations would have
to be taken away by heavy lorries on the
surface – how much noise, pollution and
vibration would the lorries cause? Where
would they go, and would they be loaded
and travel at night? Would the King’s
Road be closed, and if so for how long?
How much land on the surface would
be needed for construction materials
and equipment? What would happen
to the old burial ground and the trees at
Dovehouse Green?
Properties near the route are
currently suffering from blight (caused by
safeguarding the route). See:
http://1267lm2nzpvy44li8s48uorode.
wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/03/Volume-1-WimbledonChelsea-March-2015.pdf
What effect would this have on
property values and how long would
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they be blighted? The proposed railway
and station would be revealed by a
Local Search when properties on or
near the proposed route are offered for
sale? Would the Brompton / Marsden
hospital redevelopment be delayed, as the
southern part of their site is “safeguarded?”
Where would the Fire Station go?
Owners of properties subject
to safeguarding notices can claim
compensation, but is this only for
noise, vibration, odours, fumes, smoke
and artificial light? Would there be
compensation for loss of business
and/or for the effect of road closures?
Would deliveries and customer parking
be affected?

What would the cost be?
The line would connect Clapham Junction
to Victoria. How much extra would it
cost to divert it via Chelsea and build the
station? How would the diversion tunnels
and the station be paid for? Is there a
case for locating the Crossrail station on
the Battersea Power station site which is
currently intended to be served only by a
shuttle to the Northern Line?
Is it true that Crossrail 2 is
u
THE CHELSEA SOCIETY
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u backed by a business group and
that the Government would pay only
half the cost? Is there a good enough
business case for the private sector or
the Treasury to fund this project, given
that no interchange benefits would be
achieved and that there is no potential
for urban regeneration around the
Dovehouse Green site?
One of the reasons for building
Crossrail would be to alleviate pressure
on Victoria mainline and Underground
station at peak times, and whether
or not a station were built in Chelsea
passengers could alight at Clapham
Junction and continue their journey
by Crossrail (or vice versa) instead of
using Victoria.

Read what they say:

MICHAEL STEPHEN

I was invited to meet a representative of
London Underground at the station to
hear about their plans for refurbishment,
but it seems that they had already decided
what they were going to do. I wrote
to Gareth Powell, Director of Service
Development, of London Underground
Ltd., to say that, whilst we would welcome
an improvement in the appearance of the
station and the removal of clutter which
had accumulated over the years, we feel
that a higher priority for the limited funds
they have available should be step-free
access to the platforms for the many
people using the station who are elderly,
disabled, or carrying heavy luggage.
We are urgently in need of a lift from
street level down to each of the two
platforms. This is a drop of only 20ft or
so, and new lift technology could make
it feasible on this particular site, without
waiting for comprehensive redevelopment
many years from now. With regard to
the visual appearance of the station, we
feel strongly that the distinctive green

and white “garden trellis” tiling should be
retained, or replaced by new tiles in the
same colours and pattern.
Our advice was rejected, and I wrote
again to Mr Powell with a few of the
comments I had received from local
people:
“If they have money to spend on decorating
the station they should spend it instead
on lifts so that we can get down to the
platforms.”
“We need the lifts now, not after
many years when they get round to a
comprehensive redevelopment.”
“The blue and white tiles are everywhere on
the underground, and are very boring.”
“They should have kept the green and
white trellis pattern which was very
distinctive of Sloane Square and reminded
everyone of the Chelsea Flower Show.”
“The blue and white tiles make the station
look like a public lavatory.”
See http://bit.ly/1TOpcFI
Picture: Michael Bach

TfL: https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/
crossrail/2
RBKC: https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/
crossrail-2-questions-and-answers
No to Crossrail: http://www.
nocrossrailchelsea.com/

Sloane Square
Underground Station

New lavatorial tiles
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The Curzon Cinema Hospitals
King’s Road

MICHAEL BACH

MICHAEL STEPHEN

The site is owned by Cadogan, whose
plans to redevelop were recently
rejected by RBKC. The Society supports
that rejection and is opposed to the
appeal which has been instituted.
However, Cadogan have since
engaged with local people, including the
Chelsea Society, and with Curzon cinemas
and are now proposing a much-improved
version, which would provide:
•	A main cinema auditorium with 412
seats, including “Pullman” seats and
wheelchair spaces
•	Two smaller auditoria, which would
be used for separate films and to
accommodate overflow demand
for major events such as the live
performances from the international
theatres and opera houses
•	Step-free access to the auditoria and box
offices and refreshment facilities
•	Retention of the Trafalgar public house
on the King’s Road (not in a side street)
•	Retention of the 1930s front-elevation of
the old Gaumont cinema, complete with
the three medallions and the Greek-key
frieze and cornice
•	Provision of social housing units (the
number is not yet certain, but the
Society would like to see the largest
number possible having regard to the
economics of the scheme)
•	We consider that the front elevation
above the Trafalgar public house is
an interesting example of Edwardian
architecture which fits well into its
present setting. We have discussed this
with Cadogan, and have seen revised
computer-generated images of a new
front elevation which match the texture
and colour of the existing brickwork and
which replicate the parapet wall and the
pilasters and capitals and the Portland
stone detail around the windows.

•	They also replicate the pane sizes of the
existing windows (but opening inwards
as French-windows) and replicate the
small balcony on the new first and
second floors with ironwork on these
balconies and French windows as close
as possible to the existing, having regard
to current health and safety standards.
On the above basis the Society supports
the revised application which Cadogan
have made.
The cinema is an important amenity for
Chelsea and it is necessary that the work
is programmed so that it is closed for the
shortest possible time, and not at the same
time as the other cinema on the King’s
Road and/or the cinema on the Fulham
Road.
For more information follow this link:
http://www.196-222kr.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/06/196-222-Kings-RoadExhibition-Boards.pdf
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There has been little progress on
the development proposals for
the Royal Brompton and Royal
Marsden Hospitals. Since late last
year we have been expecting a
pronouncement by NHS England
who commission both hospitals
to undertake cardiac and cancer
treatment, effectively their paymaster
providing much of their income.
A response from NHS England,
originally expected in early 2015, has
still not been received.
The hospitals have been in threeway debate with NHS England about
the possibility of the two hospitals
producing shared facilities, including
beds and operating theatres and
where these might be located.
Meanwhile, there is still no news
about the future of the Fulham
Wing of the Brompton Hospital on
Fulham Road. The Royal Marsden
made a planning application to
convert and modernise the Fulham
Wing last November. The target
date for a decision was 11 February
– 13 weeks after submission, but
now, six months on the Council has
still made no decision. Normally a
developer can appeal if a case is not
determined, but this has to be done
within 6 months. It is understood
that because NHS England has not
yet responded the Borough and
the Royal Marsden have agreed to
extend this deadline to November,
by which time the Borough has to
decide the application.
The original Supplementary
Planning Guidance for Brompton
Hospital is now dead – now we
need the new one for the Chelsea
Medical Hub.

THE CHELSEA SOCIETY
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Government Planning Proposals
MICHAEL BACH

1. Extra storeys on
houses
On 9 July the Government (The Treasury)
published their Productivity Plan which
again had proposals for changing the
planning system, the most alarming of
which was the proposal to allow people
to build extra storeys on houses without
planning permission.
“The Government will therefore work with
the Mayor of London to bring forward
proposals to remove the need for planning
permission for upwards extensions for
a limited number of stories up to the
height of an adjoining building, where
neighbouring residents do not object.
In cases where objections are received,
the application will be considered in the
normal way, focused on the impact on the
amenity to neighbours.”
The reasoning was to build more housing,
but building extra storeys on houses
would not add any new homes, but it
could have a devastating impact on the
character of Chelsea. This proposal fulfils
the need for every strategy to have a

“bonkers” idea – and this is it! Time for a
reality check.
If, however, the Government imposes
this proposal it would make it impossible
to maintain the character of Chelsea.
For a full summary of the Government’s
planning proposals see:
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.
uk/documents/SN06418/SN06418.pdf

2. Offices to Housing

In 2013 the Government introduced
a change in planning controls that
would allow offices to be changed into
housing without planning consent being
needed. This was heavily criticised so the
Government allowed local authorities
to bid to be exempted and only 17 local
authorities were successful, including
Kensington and Chelsea. This was due to
the huge differential between housing
values and those for offices, the shortage
of offices and the degree to which our
local economy relies on small businesses.
Left to market forces almost all the offices
in the Borough would be eliminated within
three years.
Last summer the Government
suggested that the three-year experiment

– to 30 May 2016 – might be extended
another three years or even made
permanent, but this time with no
exemptions. A statement was expected in
March, but the decision was deferred until
after the Election.
We learnt about 16 July that the
Government was about to issue their
decision by publishing the proposed
secondary legislation, which would extend
the “policy” but without any exemptions
and that it would be up to each Council to
make a proposal for an Article 4 Direction –
which would remove/block the proposed
introduction of a freedom to change offices
to housing without needing planning
consent. This led to a lot of pressure being
put on the Government, including from the
Society, to redraft their proposals. We are
still waiting to hear the result.
In the meantime the Council has
produced a draft Article 4 Direction
covering the whole Borough. This would
still be subject to the Secretary of State not
intervening. If we are not successful a lot of
businesses could disappear in Chelsea over
the next few years and it would be a poorer,
duller place for it – a high-income dormitory!

Chelsea Football Club plans for a new stadium
After flirting with the idea of moving
to Battersea Power Station, Earls Court
or even White City, Roman Abramovich
has recently unveiled plans to expand
the capacity of Chelsea’s stadium
from 42,000 to 60,000. For comparison,
Wembley holds 90,000, Old Trafford 75,800
and the Emirates Stadium just over 60,000.
He wants to make the new stadium
“a cathedral of football” and says that the
stadium’s architecture takes its inspiration
from Westminster Abbey.
The recent public exhibition attracted
some 1,500 people over three days.
THE CHELSEA SOCIETY

The plans involve demolition of the
existing stadium and the two hotels to
maximise space for the stadium, whose
lower tiers would be below street level.
The neighbouring West London
Line would be decked over to create
access routes and a direct link to Fulham
Broadway station is also proposed, plus an
entirely rebuilt and widened road bridge
over the railway. However, there are no
plans to reopen the former Chelsea station
on the West London Line for match-day
trains to deliver supporters to the stadium.
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What is Happening to Our Cinemas?
MICHAEL BACH

Curzon Cinema,
200-222 King’s Road

Picture: Michael Bach

Over the years this cinema has been
reduced in size, from the 2,500-seater
Gaumont Palace that opened in 1934,
to the much reduced 739-seater Odeon
cinema opened in 1973, which closed

in 1981 and reopened in 1983 as the
713-seater Chelsea Cinema, which in 2006
became the Curzon. Last year, as part
of the Cadogan Estate’s redevelopment
plans for 200-222 King’s Road, the cinema
would have been greatly reduced in size to
3sceens with a total of 304 seats of which
the largest screen would have provided
154-seats.
The Society was concerned that
the new cinema would be a shadow of
the former cinemas on this site and the
Borough’s Planning Committee rejected
the scheme because it would not meet
the requirement in the Local Plan that any
replacement should be “an equivalent or
better standard”.
The latest plans now contain a main
auditorium with 412 seats – making it “one
of the ten largest screens in London” – and
a further two smaller screens of about
75 seats each, bringing the total up to
over 600 seats. This proposal now has the
backing of Curzon Cinemas and should
meet the previous concerns.

Cineworld, 279
King’s Road		

Curzon Cinema, 206 King’s Road

Opened as the 964-seater King’s Picture
Playhouse in 1911, it became the Ritz
in 1943, the Essoldo in 1949, it was
modernised in 1968 into a 432-seater and
became the Classic Curzon Cinema in
1972, became the King’s Road Theatre in
1973 as home of “The Rocky Horror Show”
until 1979, before becoming a 4-screen
Classic Cinema again in 1980. It changed
its name several times becoming a UGC
cinema until 2005, when it became a
Cineworld cinema with 4 screens and 687
seats (1,564sqm).
In 2013 an application was made
to demolish the current building and
incorporate a new 3-screen cinema on
the site. This was refused and the appeal
was dismissed, largely on the grounds
of lack of affordable housing. A revised
scheme was submitted in November 2014.
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Cinemas have hit the headlines in
the last three years – two cinema
redevelopments – the Curzon in the
King’s Road and the Odeon in Kensington
High Street - have been refused by the
RBKC Planning Committee because
they would not have met the Local
Plan requirement that any replacement
should be “an equivalent or better
standard”.

Cineworld, 279 King’s Road

This proposal would have reduced the
size of the cinema element to a 2-screen
cinema (175 seats + 4 wheelchairs) plus
a private screening room (18 seats) at
total of just 193 seats or just 973sqm – a
loss of 1 screen, 494 seats and 590sqm
of floorspace. The Borough refused this
application in February, but not the
basis of the cinema replacement being
inadequate.
The developer has now appealed and
the appeal will be dealt with by written
representations. A result is expected in the
autumn. The Society is very concerned
about the scale of the loss – the scheme
does not re-provide an equivalent or
better standard facility. This would be
inconsistent with recent decisions on
the Curzon Cinema and the Kensington
Odeon. The Society has supported the
Council on this appeal.
THE CHELSEA SOCIETY
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What is happening to our pubs?
MICHAEL BACH

Picture: Michael Bach

The present building replaced the 17th
century Rose and Crown tavern in about
1835, and was re-named the Cadogan
Arms.
It is part of the Cadogan Estate’s
portfolio of seven pubs, which include The
Surprise in Christchurch Terrace, The Rose
and Crown in Lower Sloane Street, The
Gloucester in Sloane Street, The Enterprise
in Walton Street, The Botanist in Sloane
Square and The Trafalgar in the King’s Road
(see next item)
The public house occupies the
basement, ground and first floors, with the
second and third floors being residential
associated with the pub.
The Cadogan Arms closed at the end
of March for a major refurbishment of the
whole building. Stripping out works are
currently underway in advance of more
extensive refurbishment which will start in
late summer with completion mid-2016.
The Cadogan Arms, like The Botanist, is run
by the ETM Group who expect to re-open

Cadogan Arms
THE CHELSEA SOCIETY
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Cadogan Arms,
298 King’s Road:

The Trafalgar

the doors for business in early 2017.
The works consist of a refurbishment
of the pub and upgrading of the facilities,
including putting a kitchen into the
basement. It also involves taking the upper
parts which are little used, and converting
them to separate residential units. It is
unclear however, whether the first-floor
function room/pool room will part of the
refurbished Cadogan Arms. It was one of
the few pool/billiards rooms left in Chelsea.

The Trafalgar,
200 King’s Road:
The tavern was built in Georgian times and
first licensed in 1806 as the Lord Nelson.
It was rebuilt in 1933 retained its 1930s
façade until 1970,when it underwent a
major redevelopment and became one
the most ambitious pub discotheques. The
frontage was characterised by a bold use
of plate glass with oval decorations.
The pub, along with cinema
and Habitat, is part of the proposed
redevelopment by Cadogan. In the first
plans, that were rejected last year, the pub
would have disappeared from the King’s
Road frontage. The Society and others had
criticised the proposal, which would have
changed the pub from one catering for the
King’s Road to a smaller pub tucked round
the corner in Chelsea Manor Street and
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characterised as a neighbourhood pub.
It was regarded as a poor replacement –
neither fish nor fowl!
The latest plans now show The
Trafalgar replaced on the King’s Road and
the same size as before. The Society is
pleased that Cadogan has listened.

Metrobank, 232 King’s
Road		
The former Heal’s store has had hoardings
round it for the last four months
announcing the arrival of Metrobank – an
American bank which now has a number
of branches in London. They want a
double-height “banking hall” and have
produced plans which would involve a
totally glazed two-storey frontage with
their distinctive red, white and blue
signage. Their original plans caused
considerable concern with both RBKC
planners and the Society.
Metrobank, having taken a 25-year
lease and will be spending some £4
million, want to “get it right”. It is a oncein-a-generation opportunity to improve
the appearance of this prominent site,
but getting right is a major challenge.
Whilst they are prepared to be flexible
about the signage and materials,
they really want the double-height
banking hall.

Planning

Basements
MICHAEL BACH

Following the formal adoption of the
Borough’s new basement policy, there
have been a number of developments.

Legal challenges
There have been a couple of legal
challenges to the Borough’s interpretation
of whether basements confined to the
footprint of the house could be regarded
as permitted development and a challenge
to the new policy itself.
The first legal challenge – which
revolved around the legal status of
basements as extensions – succeeded.
The Council has, however, consulted
on a proposal to remove permitted
development rights for basements. This
could become effective with a year. This
would ensure that all basement proposals
would need planning consent, which

would mean that applicants would have to
get approval for how they would construct
it and how the traffic management
implications would be handled.
The second challenge questioned
whether the policy was effective since
people could build basements as
permitted development and whether
limiting basements as proposed by the
policy was sustainable in environmental
terms. This challenge was dismissed in
mid-July and removed any remaining
uncertainty.

S PD and Code
of Practice
To advise developers – most applicants
now are speculative developers rather
than residents wanting expand their home
- the Council has produced supplementary

planning guidance on how to undertake
basement development in line with the
policy.
In addition and quite separately, the
Environmental Health department has
produced a new code of practice for
construction sites which sets new working
hours – 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday –
with no noisy work on weekends and bank
holidays. The code also sets new limits to
noise from construction sites – most sites
in Chelsea would have a limit of 70dB
average over a 10-hour day.
Most residents expect much clearer
limits on noise through a planning
condition rather than have to rely on
enforcement action by environmental
health officers after the nuisance has
driven neighbours mad. Residents want an
effective and seamless service – they are
not interested in whose responsibility it is.

Chelsea Waterfront, SW10
Marketing of the flats was launched
in June with panoramic helicopter
views of the two towers on either side
of Chelsea Creek, dwarfing the power
station.

for more information see:
http://www.rightmove.co.uk/developer/
branch/Cheung-Kong-Property/ChelseaWaterfront-141308.html
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Conservation

Chelsea Conservation
Area Appraisal
You’ve been invited to participate by
the consultation manager, RBKC (James
Preece james.preece@rbkc.gov.uk ). This
consultation is open from 29 July to 23
September 2015.
The draft Chelsea Conservation Area
Appraisal (CAA) has now been published.
It outlines the historic and architectural
significance of the conservation area and
describes its character and appearance.
The Council has a statutory duty to
preserve and enhance the character
and appearance of any designated
conservation area. The appraisal will form
part of the evidence base that planning

officers will use when making decisions on
proposed development within the Chelsea
Conservation Area.
The Council invites comments on
the draft document, which you can view
and submit comments at the following
address:
https://planningconsult.rbkc.
gov.uk/consult.ti/ChelseaCAA/
consultationHome
The consultation period for this document
runs for six weeks from 29 July to 23
September 2015. Your comments must
be submitted by 23 September 2015. Any

comments received will be analysed, and
any amendments to the CAA, will be made
as soon as possible after the end of the
consultation.
The Council prefers you submit
comments at the electronic link above, but
if you are unable to do so you can email
your comments to:
planningpolicy@rbkc.gov.uk
or send your written comments to:
Neighbourhoods Team, Planning &
Borough Development, Royal Borough
of Kensington & Chelsea, Town Hall,
Hornton Street, LONDON W8 7NX

Cabmen’s Shelter:
Chelsea Embankment

For more information see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cabmen%27s_Shelter_Fund
and:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
magazine-23591682
THE CHELSEA SOCIETY

Picture: Michael Bach

Cabmen’s Shelters were built using the
Cabmen’s Shelter Fund set up in 1875 to
provide facilities, including hot food, so
cabmen had somewhere they could stop.
Between 1875 and 1914 61 shelters were
built, of which 13 survive. All are listed,
some are still in use, and two survive
in Chelsea – Pont Street and Chelsea
Embankment. The latter – see picture – has
been vacant and deteriorating for some
time. The Cabmen’s Shelter Fund, who are
responsible for their upkeep, need support
to make the restoration of this shelter a
priority.

Cabmen’s Shelter: Chelsea Embankment
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Book Review

The Street of Wonderful Possibilities
by Devon Cox

Picture Credit: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

JANE DORRELL

It was on a foggy morning in January 1889 that
Oscar Wilde, looking out of his window saw
Ellen Terry, gloriously dressed in her role as Lady
Macbeth, leave Sargent’s studio at No 33 Tite Street,
and declared that the street in which “The witty
aesthetes and decadent artists lived can never
again be as other streets: it must always be full of
wonderful opportunities”. This elegantly produced
book is a wonderful opportunity to remember
familiar stories and to make new discoveries. It is
succinctly summed up in the introduction as “ A
colourful history of art and intrigue, bankruptcies
and prosecutions, madness and suicide”. What more
could you ask?
Devon Cox’s beautifully written book is not
only a scholarly and entertaining description
of a vanished world but also a valuable work of
reference. His ‘Tite Street Chronology, 1875-1950’
shows at a glance exactly who was building what,
painting whom, loving whom and, it seems, suing
whom as the years went by. The voluminous notes
contain some of the best anecdotes; dipping into
the Index you forget what you were looking up
as you get distracted by something even more
interesting. The many illustrations, full-page portraits,
photographs and contemporary cartoons are
handsomely reproduced. And of course there is a
map.
The subtitle is ‘Whistler, Wilde and Sargent in Tite
Street”, but as the years go by, less familiar names
appear - among them Frank Miles, Peter Warlock,
Radcliffe Hall ending with Augustus John who died
in 1950.
But that is not quite the end. The author
dedicates his acknowledgments to the memory of
Julian Barrow who came to Chelsea in 1961, moved
into the historic studio at No 33 in 1965 and kept the
Tite Street tradition going until his untimely death
in 2013.
It will be very hard, living in Chelsea, to resist the
temptation to go down to Tite Street, with this book
in hand (though be warned, it is very heavy) and
look at it with new eyes.
Frances Lincoln Limited Publishers (UK £25)

Madame X, John Singer Sargent, 1884
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Chelsea Society Events

18 Stafford Terrace:
The Linley Sambourne House
From the outside, 18 Stafford Terrace
appears identical to the other houses
in this quiet enclave just off Kensington
High Street; but this appearance belies
its interior, in which the domestic world
of the upper-middle classes of 1875 is
revealed to us. The family which owned
it until 1980 had a strong sense of period
history and were determined to preserve
the interiors, not as a museum, but as a
family home. The house, known as the
Linley Sambourne House, was visited by
members of the Chelsea Society on 21
May 2015.
Linley Sambourne moved into the
house on his marriage in 1875. He worked
as a cartoonist for the weekly satirical
magazine Punch and in the process
becoming a minor celebrity. Sambourne
was not a good delineator of the human
form, so early in his career he started to
use photography as an aid in his drawings,
setting a model—sometimes himself—in

a pose he wanted to present as a cartoon
figure. He would then process the image
in his own darkroom, print it himself, and
then use the outline form as a guide for his
drawing of the cartoon figure he wanted
to present. Many of these interesting
photographs and his final illustrations are
on display in the house.
Today, the house, with its period
furniture and decoration, remains very
much as it was at the time he died. His
son Roy, who never married, lived there
until his death in 1946, leaving the house
to his sister Maud, who had married well
to a a rising stockbroker, Leonard Messel.
Although fond of the house, it was
somewhat surplus to their needs since the
Messel family had other houses in London
and the country. Maud and Leonard
produced three children, a son Linley; and
a second son, Oliver, later the celebrated
theatrical designer Oliver Messel. Their
only daughter, Anne, married a barrister,

Ronald Armstrong- Jones, by whom
she had two children. Their son, Antony
Armstrong-Jones, born 1930, married
Princess Margaret, and the Linley name
was continued following the birth of their
own son, David, Viscount Linley
Anne Messel, later Countess of Rosse,
inherited the house on her father’s death
in 1953, and, taking a keen interest in the
fact that the house and its furnishings
were still in much the same state as in
her grandfather’s time, felt that the house
should be preserved as an example of
upper middle class Victorian life. Out of
this idea, enthusiastically backed by John
Betjeman, came the formation of the
Victorian Society, which has since done
much to preserve and protect examples
of important art and architecture of
the period. Anne sold the house to the
Greater London Council in 1980 and it
subsequently passed into the hands of the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea.

Petyt Hall and Garden 30 June
Summer Meeting

This year the Chelsea Society held their
Summer Meeting at the delightful Petyt
Hall, which has a charming courtyard
garden between the Hall and Chelsea
Old Church. Over 100 members attended
and were able to enjoy the garden
on what turned out to be a lovely
summer evening.

THE CHELSEA SOCIETY
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Chelsea Society Events

Doggett’s Coat and Badge Race:
Cadogan Pier: 1 August
The 300th anniversary Doggett’s Coat
and Badge Race took place on Saturday 1
August 2015.
The race was won by Louis Pettipher
who took only 24 minutes and 23 seconds
to complete the four mile, seven furlong
course. This was one of the most exciting
and closest races in recent years, with
all three frontrunners in with a shot of
winning until near the end of the course.
It was a fitting race to mark the 300th
anniversary. Members of The Chelsea
Society were there to cheer him in.
Chelsea pensioners

A close finish

Winner & past winners

Basking in the post-race glory
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Dates for your Diary

Dates:
Explore the Foreshore: Visit

1st September

Merchant Taylors Hall: Visit

14 September

Exhibition of Hugh Krall’s Chelsea Riverside, 43 Cadogan Gardens 29 September – 3 October
Apsley House: Visit

21 October

Chelsea’s Social Housing: Lecture, Chelsea Old Town Hall

26 October

Future of Chelsea: Meeting, Chelsea Old Town Hall

2 November

AGM, Chelsea Old Town Hall

23 November

The restoration of Titians
Mistress, on exhibition at Apsley
house until October

Get in Touch
We want to be able to communicate with you by email. If you have access to email, please send it to:
honsecretary@chelseasociety.org.uk simply stating ‘this is my address’ and giving your name.
We would like everyone’s email address so we can alert you when we need your support. If you have not yet done so please send
your email address to Allan Kelly at membership@chelseasociety.org.uk
Our website is at:
www.chelseasociety.org.uk
This Newsletter was edited by Michael Bach:
michaelbach@madasafish. com
The page layout was composed by Nicko Dalton, nicko@nicko.me, www.nicko.me
The newsletter printing was undertaken by: The London Printing Company
The views expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not necessarily those of the Chelsea Society.

Find us on social media too:
TWITTER

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

INSTAGRAM

@chelseasociety

Chelsea-Society-2224700

chelseasociety

thechelseasociety
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